PRESS RELEASE

New Barn Door Hardware for Projects from Beyerle US
Beyerle US introduces new budget-friendly stainless steel hardware for glass fabrication which is
known on the market

ATLANTA, GA: Beyerle US is proud to have participated for the first time at the GlassBuild
AMERICA exhibition, presented by the NGA and WDDA, in Atlanta September 12-14, 2017.
Featured products at the exhibition highlighted Beyerle US’s glass door hardware attachments,
enabling optimal use of light without compromising privacy. Especially in office spaces, this type of
system provides a great option to define space and separate offices, while keeping employees
connected. Natural light flows into the divided working spaces allowing employees to experience a
naturally lit setting. An added feature is a reduction in artificial light use, so energy saved.
Low-budget hardware in accordance to known glass fabrications
At the GlassBuild AMERICA, Beyerle US presented its new barn door hardware BALUGA in
stainless steel. As the glass fabrication is equivalent to known systems on the market, Beyerle US’s
products showcase a budget friendly, highly-used and regarded, and attractive consideration for
architects and designers. The BALUGA hardware for glass doors is especially suited for large
projects in offices or hotels. The German engineering team for Beyerle US developed a product that
keeps its well-known design, similar to former models such as the Flatec series, with a fair price-tag.
The new BALUGA system offers quietly moving trolleys that makes sure glass doors run smoothly
and effortlessly. It can either be installed for a glass-to-glass or wall-to-glass configuration and is
available in standard track lengths of 82 11/16” and 100”.
High quality and low price - all in one product
“As our customers demand high standard and low prices at the same time, and interior environment
develop further, we are committed to offer secure and contemporary hardware that match our
customers’ needs. With the BALUGA, we engineered a product that provides functionality and
durability and is committed to our engineering and safety standards”, explains Andreas Beyerle,
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Managing Director of Beyerle US. “It’s ideal to be installed in big office spaces, conference rooms
and hotel rooms where contemporary design is as high criteria as the price.”
In addition, Beyerle US showcased its improved locking ladder pulls. The engineering team has
worked over the last month to improve the construction quality and re-engineered the technique for
an easier and better functionality.

About Beyerle US LLC/ABP-Beyerle GmbH
ABP-Beyerle is a leading global manufacturer of stainless steel hardware – barn door hardware for
glass and wood doors, door handles pulls, shower door fittings, and standoffs – and operates in the
United States since more than 10 years under the name of Beyerle US. The family-owned company
is headquartered in Germany and serves the US and Canadian market from its office and
warehouse in Atlanta, USA. Beyerle designs exclusive products that offer maximum functionality and
fit into any interior. As a leader in manufacturing architectural hardware, we are committed to the
development and production of quality hardware.
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